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4bstract 

Formulae of the relativistic general theory which express the cross sec· 
tion and the polarization In terms of phase-shifts can be of different forms for 
dlff.erent definitions of the relativistic spin operator. However, In the rest system 
of a particle Its spin operators coincide. This allows one represent the general 
theory In a form which Is the same for all equivalent definitions of the spin. 

lntrocluction 

For the relativization of formulae which express the differential cross section and th~ polariza

tion in terms of phaseshifts it is necessary to define relativistic operator of the particle spin and find 

transformation functions from the representation in the momenta and spin projections into the represen

tation involving conserved total angular momentum of-participant particles. In/1,2/ for the description 

o£ particles with spin the representation of L. Foldy-Ju. Shirokov/3/ is applied. The authors of/ll 

obtained this representation starting from the definition of the spin as the internal angular momentum of 

particle relative to its center of mass. However, there may be different relativistic definitions of the cen

ter of mass coordinate ( see e.g/4,5/ ). In§2 of this paper we find ( and this is one of the results of 

the present work ) an ununitary representation of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group in which the operator 

of the internal angular momentum differs from Pryce-Foldy- Ju. Shirokov1s spin. Other approches to the 

relativistic spin definition are possible ( see e.g/5/ and/6/ ). 

To various spin definitions there may correspond various transformation functions and, respecti

vely, expressions of various forms for the cross section and the polarization 1). In the present paper it 

is shown that there exists a form of the general theory whose transformation functions and aforementioned 

expressions are identical for all equivalent representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group. We as

sume that the masses of all the particles are nonvanishing and .their spins are arbitrary, 

Note that for describing the states of participant particles we should make use of wave functions 

which transform just according to the inhomoger;eous Lorentz group representation. The theory of inhomo

geneous Lorentz group representations yields the description of such systems all the states of which ca."l 

be obtained from some fixed state by using displacements, rotations and Lorentz transformations ( and by 

superposing these states ), so, there exist no relativistically invariapt differences between various states 

ot the system/7/. The homogeneous Lorentz group contains no displacements and can not therefore des-

1) Nevertheless one can show that in this case the angular co,elations ( e.g. azimuthal asymmetries in the 
experiments on double and triple scattering ) will be the same ( tbougb they may be expan'ded in various complete 
sets of functions of angles ). 
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cribe all the states of the free particles. 

1. Spin in the Particle Rest System anJ General Theory 

ol Reactions 

l. One may caracterize the state of a free particle with spin in the following manner: l) one indi-- . 
cates the momentum f of the particle ( e.g .. in the c.m.s. of the reaction ); 2) in the Lorentz system 

where the particle is at rest'one- indicates its spin state. · 
.... 

The spin operator S0 of the particle in its rest system is equal to its total momentum M (since 

the orbital momentum in this system is zero ), consequently all the spin operators coincide in the particle 

rest system. The spin projection m is defined as an eigenvalue of the operator L =(§o. n.) = ( M. n} 
where n is unit vector parallel to the direction of r ( let us note that in . the rest system we can -point out the direction parallel to r ). 

2. The general reasoning of the formal theory of reactions is stated in/8(, section l, und in /9/, 

introduction. We have to express the elements 

( trlc Yrld p' / 3 j. ma m~ p) ( l.l ) 

of the S-matrix for reactions of the type a+ b - c + d in terms of phase-shifts 2l ( more exactly, in 

terms of the elements of this matrix in the representation which includes total angular momentum ). It is im

plied that we had already took into acGount the total momentum conservation; f1 
and r are relative 

momenta of particles, m are the eigenvalues of the operators L of individual particles. In contrast 

to/9/ the spin functions by means of which the S-matrix element ( 1.1 ) is for~ed are considered to be 

referred to the particle rest systems (besides, in/9/ md.._denotes the eigenvalue of . ( ~.~), and 
' --here md is assumed to be an eigenvc;xlue of the operator ( Mdn' ). However, the total angular momen-

tum ( as a quantity which is common for initial and final state ) must be referred to one Lorentz system 

only ( for convenience, to the c.m.s. of the reaction ) and of course, to one quantization exis Z. The ex

pression of ( 1.1 ) in terms of elements (fie ~d p' / 50 / ~<t >.t p) referred to the c.m.s. of the 

reaction must be of the form 

(inc lnd p'/ S / Jn4 mt f):: ~ * { m, 1111 f 1
) [Inc 11/J f 1 

/ So / ma m, f} ~ { m4 tflJ p}. ( 1.2 ) 

Since we deal with Lorentz transformations whose velocities are parallel to the momenta of particles 

( see Appendix). 

/ 

2) The invCZ:iance undu four-dimenl!!oional rotations can be expressed just as it btu been already done by Staptf61, but 
the S·matrix unitarity may be expressed in a simple manner only by introducing phase-shift expansion. 
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S0 - matrix elements in ( 1.2 ) can now be expresse<!Jn t.:;ms .3.f elements of the S0 in the representa

tion of a square and Z-projection of the operator .J = M,+ N:L of the total angular momentum ( which 

is a qspin'1 of the system of interacting particles in the c.m.s. of the reaction ); of the eigenvalues of 

the op~rators ~~ and ~J. and E ( total energy). The corresponding transformation function has been 

obtained in papers by Chou Kuang-chao/10/ and Jacob and Wickl9t Its derivation ( see/10/, §2) does 

not use any assumptions about the concrete representation which describes interacting particles ( in 

particular, even representations with zero rest mass are allowed ). By using the diagonality of S with 

respect to the square l{ [.,.1} and the projection M of the total angular momentum we have 

(rncmt~f'/S/tna.mJ})=:E J):r ,z,{-~;S>Ji-r'J ~-'J((m~m,p'))< 
~ M /tic + ntJJ M . 

" (me mel p' JM /So/ m4 mt p.TM) 9 {tn4 ~~ p) 2JM~ ma+m& { Yj .(), 0) • 
( 1.3) 

Now if we introduce the matris S: 

( 1.4 ) 

we perform in fact the transformation inverse to ( 1.2 ) i.e. S = S. Note that using the phase-shift ana

lysis we can find only the product of all the factors in the right hand side of ( 1.4 ) but not each sepa

rate factor. 

The expression of the tensors of polarization of the reaction products in terms of elements of 

( 1.1) and in terms of the beam and target tensors. is defined by non-relativistic formulas see e.g/111, 

The elements ( m, m, I 5 j I ma mt) can be introduced into these equations. In particular, in/9/ the 

angular distribution and the polarization vector are expressed in terms of these elements. Of course, the 

polarization vector, for example, is to be defined as a mean value of the spin vector of the particle in 

its rest system. If it known originally in other Lorentz system, e.g. in the Lab. syst. ( polarized beam) 

then we need to find its expression in the rest system of a particle. In this case we may have need of a 

concrete form of representation. In other respects the form of the general theory stated above ( which 

differs only slightly from that discussed in detail by Jacob and Wick/9/ ) is the same for various repre

sentations of particles possessing spin. 

3. In the aforementioned general theory of reactions there arises one more problem the statement 

and the solution of which will be illustrated by an example of the proton double scattering. 

Let the proton polarization be found by means of the azimuthal asymmetry of the angular distribu

bution of the scattering II and used for the phase-shift analysis of the scattering I. The asymmetry II 

allows one to find the components P12 , _ __Ij:z 
1 

PJC2 of the polarization vector, respectively, along 

the directions of the proton momentum fl in the c.m.s. of II ( or in the lab. sys. since the 
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tar get II is at rest ), along the perpendicular lJ:z. to the plane of the scattering I etc, referred 

to the rest system K.2. of the proton 1 as to the Lorentz system. For the phase-shift analysis 

of I we rfeed the components Pz1 1 
!JJ 1 ~.t ( ort Z1 is parallel to the proton momentum ~ in 

the c.m.s. of 1, and ort!!Jl/~/J), referred to the rest system K1 'of the proton (which differs from 

T(.2 , see below). By turning the components Pi'.t 1 Py.z 
1 

Px.z at the angle between J%. and ~ we 
I 1 I -

get the components Pz1 , fj1 1 P;<.l referred respectively to the arts z, , y,, x, ( for detail 

see/Ill, § 3 ) but expressed in the same Lorentz system K.z . In order to proceed from !<2 into 

KJ we have to perform the following Lorentz transformations: 1) from K2 into the Lab.syst. Kt 

·means of the velocity J II~ ; 2) from Ke into <;m.s. of 1 by means of the velocity fo 
parallel to the beam of the scattering 1; 3) from the c.m.s. of 1 into K1 • The corresponding 

velocity } 1 is calculated as a relativistic sum of the velocities fo and -j. The product, of the

se three transformations is a three- dimensional rotation, see/12~ § 22, /6/ and foot-note 5 ir/11. 

So, the orths Z!, ~' X1 with respect to space axes of K .2. have the orientation different form that 

with respect to the K1 axes. The finding of the axis and the angle .Q of the rotation under 

discussion is a pw·ely kinematic problem. In particular Q is the angle between the velocities W 
and iJ" ( see Mollerfl2/ § 22, Eqs. (59) and ( 59' ) ). To find sinSl. we need only to per-

form a vector multiplication of the' expressions for w and w'' . 
The results are given in the paper/11. They are expressed in terms of the rotation of the 

spin vector with respect to unchanged space·axes (which is equivalent to the aforementioned rota

tion of the K1 axes with respect to the K.z axes ). 

4. So, the general theory of reactions can be represented in the form whose basis is Eq.(l.3) 

which is the same for different ( but equivalent ) representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group 

describing the particle with spin. The Eq. ( 1.3 ) in its form concides with the corresponding non -

relativistic one. In the problems of phase-shift analysis or of finding the angular correlation unlike 

the non-relativistic case the polarization tensors are to be subjected to some rotation of the relativis-
~ ' 

tic origin. The axis and the angle of this rotation are the same for different representations of partic-

les with spin. 

2. The :Examp!e ol the Ununltary Representation ol tf1e 

Inhomogeneous Lorentz Group 
-, 

The principles of the theory of representations of the inhomogeneous Lotentz group are as

sumed to be known ( s~e, for example/13/ ). 

l. Let us express the generators M i'v of the infinitesimal rotations in the space-time in the 

form 
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( 2.1 ) 

Here f.!' are displacement generators ( momentu!ll operators ), J'f'< and {;.v are certain new 

operators introduced instead of the six o?erators ft1)4v . They must obey simpler commutation. rela-

tions than ~v, which should facilitate its determination. · ' ( 

The operators M,rv themselves form a tensor representation of the Lorentz group ( so called 

infinitesimal representation; see/14/ § 44 and §76 ). In the represe11tation of L:. Foldy-

J u. Shirokov/3/ .J;., and f/' pv-.fv f.r taken separatE~ly _are not ten..§o~s of the se~ond rank. Indeed, 

using the direct Lorentz transformation we can test that J and [ 7 " fl 19et- f(J are not space and 

time components of the antisymmetric second rank tensor ( 'de is the rest mass ). 
~ 

In order that J;..v will be a tensor, we repr~sent ~~~ in the form 'l_r fv - 'Z~f!;-< + {:.v 
where Zr are such operators that 

( 2.2 ) 

( it is implied that /l;. C = 1; .JA-1 V :::: 1,2,3,4; P~t ~ t'f>o ). In accordance with the rea-

soning presented in §fl/ we should assume for the four-vector 't!<( such covariant commuta-

tions so that (z, ~ fv fv] == O (e.g.[~ fv) = i{ ~: + f.r fv/~z} 
and ['Z/"

1 
'l,] = i ( 'l.l' p,- 'l, p.I")/Jez. It can be shown that Z can be expressed in this 

case in, terms of Mf" and Pr and called consequently the centre of mass coordinate. But there-

sult concerning the spin operator turns out to be the same as for ( 2.2 ). 

Unlike the pape/11 the subsequent calculations can be made in a covariant form. From commu· 

tations 

and ( 2. 2 } follows that [ ~tJ 
1 
f }I ] = 0 . Tne operator ~ as a four-vector must have the same 

commutationsfM.,.uv1 'ZA]= l{'l.,S,/'~- ~ Sv~} and therefore [ ~1 'L)}= 0. 
Further we make sure that the commutations [ {rv, J; .a J are of the same form as [1'1./1"1 M;.ci' ). 

By introducing the notation [ ~ lz J:3 J :: f J
2 

J: J. l and J;1 = i /(; they can be 
1 I 3 I 3f J /2. J JT oJ 

rewritten in the form 

( 2.3 ) 
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It is only these commutation relatio~s which restrict the operators J,J'v . The task.is reduced to 

their determination. The commutations ( 2.3 ) are caracteristic of the homogeneous Lorentz group whose 

representations are known, see for example/15/, part II,~ 2. ] 2 - i(.2. and { .f'. j{J are 

invariants of ( 2.3 ) and they are simultaneously invariants of our inhomogeneous Lorentz group. But 

besides theni the inhomogeneous Lorentz group has one more invariant r 2 = x. r;.c t;. 
........ 

r1 ::: 1 ~ fl'va>. Mvu p), or 
( 2.4) 

r = J po -I K ]lop J 0, = l(Ji.fJ == t.'( ft!. 

We have to choose from all irreducible representa,tions of the homogeneous group such representations 

so that the matrix f 2 in the basis of the functions !em of the representation ( fo, ~ ) see/15/, 

( m : -l - e d + e e -e e -r f ) be proportional to the unit one. To provide this it is necessa-
J 1 • •• I - p1 D •• t 

ry that 

rz;:frn:: [ K2p2-(f" iJZ -(j1lt-j2f/ + fo ( (.ff" K] }_-for ll k~<l]} ~]em = 

= f 2 }em ( 2.5) 

for any function f.em ~ f.:. is the value of the _!n':?riant/i; the :_;pr_:sentation under consideration). 

Howeverbyapplying(p·KP andpuf(f·[Jto~]).:.(f--lK1-J]] to jem we 

can get the functions }e:H, rn and fe1: 21 m _Let us consider, for example, the operator 

po p1 { ]1 1<3-J, K2 - K~ J; + K'.l ~ 1 which is independent of other operators. Demand that K, J~,. 
would not contain Je-t: 1,"' /15/, 

K3 fem =Ce Jez -mz.' /e-~ 111 -m fie/em - Ce: /(-e·dt'l+f )U-rn +t/./e+-t, ,., . ( 2.6) 

It is necessary for this that Ce = Ce+£ = O. Since Ce =£)(€ 2-eo'l.)(e 2-i,7j,J~.ez-lt this can 

be possible only for e =eo I e d :::: eJ I .e. only in the representations {t'oJ ft) = ( ,f"J etJ + J) ['i 
will be invariant. In this case R. takes the only value f.:: fo and then Ae.:: l , see/15/ .. From 

Eqs. ( 3') in/15/ p. 11
1 

§ 2 it follows that K.=- i J ( j[ =if satisfies also the commutation 

relations ( 2.3 ) of the homogeneous group and ( 2.5 ) ). From_ ( 2.5 ) we find that r2 j em = 
= J~z. }e111 = e {_£d.) ;>f.2j,hl, i.e. that the square of the spi!!., J:z. is Lorentz invariant. From ( 2.4 ) 

it follows that ;xz J = r fo -t- ~ 1 f• fJ + i r; jJ i.e.Tcan be expressed in terms of .A1_rv 
and fr only and therefore j is conserved. 

2. The representation 
.... ~ 

/'4 =(i"p]+J ; iJ = ZfD -~ .. f -c:J; ( 2. 7 ) [ r. f.·} -i[. .. ., J.K .It', 'J - 'J" 
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is uninitary one and before using it for the description of the states of a particle it is necessary to define 

the invariant norm ('{J, "f). ·One of the ways of doing this is doubling of the number of the wave func 

tion components (doublinq of the representation dimension). 

In the following we will follow Ju.M. Shirokov's statement/13/, ~ 6. 

If, under fini t~ transformations the doubled. '1f = ( $} is transformed by the operator {:; U ~-t} 
where t notes the Hermitian conjugation, then the corresponding infinitesimal operators are of the 

form ( ·~ ~ t) , for example. Since "l.f and PJt may be considered to be .Hermitian, ones 

then in the doubled representation. only 

change essentially. 

As the metrix matrix h we can take any mat~ix of the form ( q_ c. e" f ,·ol.) 
le.xp icl) IJ 

h-1 k. t h = t( and h-I J+ h == .J. The operators h J'1 
and h K d 

are Hermitian and 

is a real number. 

( 2.8) 

and then 

( 2.9 ) 

Under the Lorentz transformation lf __.; Uf = ?( 1 
the mean value < J) will change: 

( 2.10 ) 

( The definition CUt h 'U -= h of the metrix matrix is here used ). In other words, by finding < J) 
1 

we may take. the mean value over the same Junctions, but of the transformed operator Jj,..v = u-'.!jwv u = 
-:::. a..f"o> av., ~a , Thus, {:f) transforms as space components of the antisymmetri-

cal tensor, see /12/, ~'53 

1 r=rJ-.~~. .. 
( 2.11 ) 

i.e. in a.different way as compared to the polarization vector in the Foldy-Shirokov's representation, 

see e.g/11, Appendix 2. 
. . - z . 

In particular, in various Lorentz systems<. J') has different values (which does not contradict 
the in variance oi_ J z , since l... J) z ':/; <. Jz. '> ) • · 
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3. Our. aim was to show one possible ununitary representation of the inhomogeneous Lorentz 

group. Vle shall not discuss many details of this representation. We make only several remarks. 

1) Ju.M. Shirokov has pointed out that it is possible to find the metric matrix without doubling 

the number of components (for example, for spin~ h =- F'%_ + (p·f) ). However then(;> is not 

real in all the Lorentz system~, i.e. can not play the role of the op~rator of the physical quantity. 

2) The Dirac spinors , which describe the stat~s with positive and negative energy transform 

according to the doubled representation ( 2. 7 ), ( 2.8 ) .( seefl6/ ). However, the excess components 

in the doubled representation· can make another meaning. 

3) If we take as fp in ( 2.1) the operator 9-r =-? ~v pv ( see/13/) then_we obtain 

the representation ( 40) in/13/ in which the operators of the internal angular momentum J~<,:;; 
1 

J; 
do not commute as the Pauli matrices ( see commutations ( 3.6 ) in/4/ for the operator i ). 

4) In the case of ununitary representations with metric matrix h , the 

the unitarity property must possess the following property S;;;;: h -J (S t r 1 /z. 
norm ( 'Jf + h. 'f ) to be conserved in ti~e. 

S-matrix instead of 

to provide the 

In conclusion I wish to express my gratitude to Ju.M. Shirokov and I. V. Polubarinov for dis-

cussing the questions broached in § 2. 

Appenclix 

Spin Operator in the Rest System 

Because S0 is equ~ to ~ ' l 0 s "] < 0 M in the rest system, then S, , J = L £ ,;1 I( S I( , 

These commutations define the representation of the three- dimensional rotation group which may be 

assumed to be unitary/IS/ and consequently s; ffiay be considered as Hermitean matrices. In the 
~ ~ -

rest system r =Jl M J: =0 see ( 2.4) and s~;;;-r/::>( . From here it follows that (.$0 )2. 
I -. I 'J 

equals to the Lorentz invariant r 2J:xz . 

If we do not consider the concrete representation we do not know the transformation of spin 

functions when the Lorentz frame of reference changes. But for our general theory we need to know only 

how the spin functions transform under Lorentz transformations 1\ with velocities f parallel 

to th~ particle momentum· .. p . The operator 2. = ( S 0 h).:: ~ h.:x 1 f J is invariant under 

such transformation. Indeed, let J:: a<. p/p0 ', 0 < o< < 1 then 

~' - r f ~ - i (f· r) J - ~ -~ . j 

lfi- / f + f {(jf-f )(J'-1)/f~- pcjJ/ - If I J j = l1-,p~ 
is used ). Let us denote representation of transformation 1\ by ~(1 ( the equality 2 rr f f' ::: 0 

.f< I so that ~ = 1J,... ?f . 
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We has showed that 2.:'::: uA~/ 2 V;, = 2. J· i.e. that [ 2., U,] = 0 . This means that 

matrix U A is diagonal with respect to the eigenvalues of 2.. and the state / ~ hi.) under trans-

formation 1\ transforms into 

UA ) f,m)=2__ 
ht' 

( A.l) 

Let us show that the diagonalelement"s ~ ( Jn1 p} of the spinpart of the transfo~mation U depend 
~ . - "' -

only upon I pl. V/11 generator is an operator proportional to ( p· N ) so that UA=erpi[-1h:.tAprj·IJJ)..1 -1~ - ~ f The operator ( p · N ) is three~di:nensional scalar and commutes therefore with the operators of three-

dimensional rotations ?A R , Hence -

( A.2) 

It follows that (/ { m, p) = LJ ( fn1 l<.p) := tp { tn, If/) • 

In conclusion we note that the proof of the equivalence of irreducible representations of the in

homogeneous Lorentz group with the same JC 2 and rz- which has been presented by Wignerfl7/ 

can be considered apparently true not only for unitary transformations. '.'/igner has showed that any repre

sentation is equivalent to the representation Zlc which can be represented as the product of a repre

sentation of a certain rotation in the space of the "little group'' ( in the case of particle with finite mass 

such a group contains three-dimensional rotations in the space of wave functions with Po = 0 ) and 

a representation of a Lorentz transformation 1\ which concerns only the momentum variables (see (67) 

and (67a) in/17/ ). More exactly, under the transformation /1 (p) from the rest system into other system 

where the particle momentum is p 1 q:tn,('foJl(pJ}=&rn,m' . If some representation U' does not 

satisfy this requirement, then we may point out an equivalent representation which will satisfy it. This 

equivalent repres_:ntat~~n _:_nay be :>_bta
1

ined by means of the transformation carrying function 'f ( f, m) 
into L Q, m' ( f'o 1 ll { p)) 'f ( p, m) • Emphasize that this transformation is contained among ope-

m' 1 I 
rators ( which represent the transformations ·/\ ) of the representation U . So, for any repre-

sentation of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group we can indicate such an equivalence transformation 

( which may be an ununitary one ) which allows one to reduce the given representation to the form 

(67a/17/, which is the same for all the representations. 

- 3) We fixe the phase· shifts of the states I p, m) with different m defining I p, m> as I p, m > = 
::::2:: I i>• n) :l)/'1 m (f) . 2) ( p} is the spin part of U, which depends upon Euler rotation angles 

ro I Q. 'f "-i -9'i 
1 

.;7 
1 
Ji -If) , where v and are spherical angles of the momentum p in a certain fixed system of axes 

( the proiections n are also quantized with respect to these axes ). 

Then ·u R 1 f,m) =: ~n I ~ p, n') ~ ll',n ( r<.J .<lJn,m (i5) == :'[; 

= I R"f, m ). 

IRp,n').l)n'm (Rf)= 
J 
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